
Revision

This is the 8th revision of this document, and applies to version . This was last updated on by .

Why You Should Register

now offers the opportunity for you to register your copy of . Here's why:
As a reasonable guess, around 1200 hours of work have gone into it here the Wonderworks. This is a non-
trivial amount.
Most of the e-mail received outside the KEW.COM domain is now related to . This, combined with the
intra-domain e-mail major requirements for KEW.COM soon going away, threatens to become its own
perpetual motion machine: we maintain to stay in touch with the outside world, and the outside world sends
us mail about maintaining .
It is an accepted fact that the original UUPC was not written by , and that others have written numerous
additional features include UUCP, UUX, and pending features include support for the "f" protocol and
news. What is not as clear is the work done here which goes into integrating, and polishing these features;
because of work done here, people can take the work done all over world and use it by unpacking a few
files.
Ryder rents trucks, Avis tries harder, and hunts bugs. Lots of bugs; bugs from the dawn of UUPC, bugs
from other people's code, and even bugs we introduced (Ooops). A second system is maintained here for
the sole purpose of providing downloading services to others via Kermit and anonymous and for hunting
bugs. Only RAID kills more bugs. We also integrate bug fixes from other people, so those few files we
have to unpack not only have more features but also bug fixes.
Bug hunting can be bitch, and writing documentation is worse. has done both gratis for two years.
Beginning with release 1.11m, the documentation has been expanded, and will be further enhanced to make
the package easier to use. This does not benefit the internal users; we know how it works, and don't need
the documents.
Because if you register, we can buy more chocolate for Snuffles.

The short version the above is you have the package; what you can pay for is additional enhancements and support
by the creatures most knowledgeable about .

And as an added bonus

Send us anything and Snuffles will think you're wonderful.

Send us $20 and we'll mail you the official support telephone number. We'll even return your phone calls in the
United States.

Send us $40 and we'll mail the official support number and, when available, the next major release of on floppies.

Send us $50 and we'll mail the official support number, the next major release of when available, and throw in a
hard copy of the documentation.

Send us $100 and we'll mail the official support number, the next major release of when available, throw in a hard
copy of the documentation, and have you committed to the sanitarium of your choice.

The Form

Fill in all the applicable portions of this form, and enclose a check or money order on a US bank payable to for one
of the amounts listed above. Do not enclose cash; we do not accept credit card orders. Add $1 for chocolate for
Snuffles. Mail the completed form to:

Post Office Box 182
Arlington, MA 02174-0002 USA

Mail Information
Name: ____________________________________________

Street Addr: ____________________________________________
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____________________________________________
Town: ____________________________________________

City: ____________________________________________
State: ____________________________________________

Zip Code: ____________________________________________

Other Information:
Disk Size: __ 360K (Low Density 5 1/4 inch)

__ 720K (High Density 3.5 inch)

__ 1.44M (High Density 3.5 inch)

Processor: __ 8088/8086 based __ 80286 based

__ 80386SX based __ 80386DX based
__ 80486SX based __ 80486DX based

Modem : __ 1200 BPS or less __ 2400 BPS __ 9600 BPS or higher
Brand: ______________________________________________________
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